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MEASUREMENT OF ENTROPY OF AMULTIPARTICLE SYSTEM: A �DO-LIST� �A. Bialas and W. CzyzM.Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Krakow, Polande-mail: bialas�tris.if.uj.edu.ple-mail: zyz�tris.if.uj.edu.pland H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear Physis, Craow(Reeived February 14, 2000)An algorithm for measurement of entropy in multipartile systems,based on the reently published proposal of the present authors is given.Dependene on disretization of the system and e�ets of multipartile or-relations are disussed in some detail.PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd, 25.75.�qIt was suggested reently [1℄ that studying event-by-event �utuationsmay be used for determination of entropy of multipartile systems reated inhigh-energy ollisions. A generalization of this idea and a spei� proposalfor measurement of entropy were formulated in [2℄. In the present notewe spell out expliitly the steps to be taken to implement e�etively themethod proposed in [2℄. Importane of the dependene of measurements ondisretization of partile momenta and the role of (multi)partile orrelationsare emphasized.1. Seletion of the phase-spae regionAs the �rst step in the proess of measurement one has to selet a phase-spae region in whih measurements are to be performed. This of oursedepends on the detetor aeptane as well as on the physis one wantsto investigate. The region annot be too large beause for large systemsthe method is di�ult to apply (the requirements on statistis beome too� This investigation was supported in part by the KBN Grant No 2 P03B 086 14 andby Subsydium FNP 1/99. (687)



688 A. Biaªas, W. Czy»demanding). With the statistis of 106 events, the region ontaining (onthe average) � 100 or less partiles should be possible to investigate. Areasonable proedure seems to be to start from a small region and theninrease it until the errors beome unbearable.Comment 1: The proposed measurement is not restrited to systemswith very large number of partiles. It an be applied to any multipartilesystem, e.g., in e+e� annihilation, hadron�hadron ollisions or peripheralnuleus-nuleus ollisions.2. Disretization of the spetrumThe seleted phase-spae region should now be divided into bins of equalsize in momentum spae. The number of bins annot be too large if onewants to keep errors under ontrol. On the other hand, as argued below, itis important to study the dependene of results on the size (and thus thenumber) of the bins. Therefore, large statistis is essential for a suess ofthe measurement.Comment 2: If one hooses the bins whih are not of equal size in momen-tum spae, the original expression for entropy requires a orretion whihfollows from an appropriate hange of variables [2℄. This orretion is, ingeneral, not easy to alulate. Nevertheless it may be interesting to studythe dependene on the shape of the binning, as well.3. Desription of an eventUsing this proedure, an event is haraterized by the number of partilesin eah bin, i.e. by a set of integer numbers s � m(j)i , where i = 1; : : : M(M is the total number of bins) and the supersript (j) runs over all kindsof partiles present in the �nal state. These sets represent di�erent statesof the multipartile system whih were realized in a given experiment. Thenumber of possible di�erent sets is, generally, very large (for 5 bins and100 partiles one obtains � 106 sets). This is, in fat, the main di�ultyin appliation of the proposed method. It simply re�ets the fat that thesystem we are dealing with has very many states.Comment 3: It should be realized that, in pratie, suh a desription isnever omplete, i.e., it never desribes fully the event. Most often some ofthe variables are summed over. This is the ase, e.g., when one measures onlyharged partiles. Then all the variables (i.e. multipliities and momenta)related to neutral partiles are summed over. It may be thus interestingto study redued events, when even some of the measured variables (e.g.partile identity) are summed over (i.e. ignored).



Measurement of Entropy of a Multipartile System: a �Do-List� 6894. Measurement of oinidene probabilitiesAs explained in [2℄, this is the basis of the method and therefore themost important step in the whole proedure.The measurement onsists of the simple ounting how many times (ns)any given set s appears in the whole sample of events1. One the numbersns are known for all sets, one forms the sums:Nk =Xs ns(ns � 1) : : : (ns � k + 1); (1)with k = 1; 2; 3; : : : . The sum formally runs over all sets s reorded ina given experiment, but nonvanishing ontributions give only those whihwere reorded at least k times. One sees that Nk is the total number ofobserved oinidenes of k on�gurations. The oinidene probability of kon�gurations is thus given byCk = NkN(N � 1) : : : (N � k + 1) ; (2)where N is the total number of the events in the sample2.One sees that Nk given by (1) are simply fatorial moments of the distri-bution of ns [3℄. It is also lear that, sine Ps ns = N , C1 = 1. Finally, onesees that only states with ns � k ontribute to Nk (and thus also to Ck).5. ErrorsThe error of Ck is determined by the error of the numerator in (2).This error an be estimated by standard methods used in evaluation of themoments of a distribution.6. Renyi entropies and Shannon entropyOne the oinidene probabilities Ck (k = 1; 2; : : :) are measured, it isonvenient [2℄ to alulate the Renyi entropies de�ned by [4℄Hk � � logCkk � 1 : (3)1 Sine the number of di�erent sets is very large, most of them shall appear only oneor not at all.2 As explained in [2℄ this ratio is equal to the (k � 1)-th moment of the probabilitydistribution Ck =Ps(ps)k. The proof follows losely the argument of [3℄.



690 A. Biaªas, W. Czy»The Shannon entropy S (i.e. the standard statistial entropy) is formallyequal to the limit of Hk as k ! 1 and thus an only be obtained by ex-trapolation from a series of measured values: Hk = H2;H3; : : : : to k = 13.Of ourse suh an extrapolation proedure is not unique and introdues un-ertainty. The main point is, as usual, to hoose the "best" extrapolationformula, i.e. the funtional dependene of Hk on k whih will be used toreah the point k = 1 from the measured points k = 2; 3; : : :. This form anonly be guessed on the basis of physis arguments (or prejudies).In [2℄ it was suggested to useHk = a log kk � 1 + a0 + a1(k � 1) + a2(k � 1)2 + : : : ; (4)where the number of terms is determined by the number of measured Renyientropies. This formula turned out to be very e�etive in reproduing theorret value of entropy for some typial distributions enountered in high-energy ollisions.Another possibility is to useHk = a0 + a1=k + a2=k2 + : : : ; (5)suggested by the formula for the free gas of massless bosons4.It will be interesting to ompare the results from these two formulae.Comment 4: The measured values of the Renyi entropies give valuableinformation about the system and thus are of great interest, independentlyof the auray of the extrapolation.7. Dependene on disretization; salingAs the result of the proedure explained in Setions 1 to 6, we obtainthe Renyi entropies Hk, (k = 2; 3; : : :) and the Shannon entropy S of agiven phase-spae region. These entropies still depend on the method ofdisretization of the momentum spetrum, in partiular on the size of thebinning. If the bins are small enough and if the system is lose to thermalequilibrium (i.e. if �utuations are small), one expets the following salinglaw to holdHk(lM) = Hk(M) + log l ! S(lM) = S(M) + log l (6)3 Obviously, one annot just put k = 1 in the formula (3) for that purpose: sineC1 = 1, the R.H.S. of (3) for k = 1 represents the unde�ned symbol 0=0.4 For the free gas of massless bosons the Renyi entropies are given by Hk = (1+1=k+1=k2 + 1=k3)S=4 where S is the Shannon entropy.



Measurement of Entropy of a Multipartile System: a �Do-List� 691(M and lM are numbers of bins in two di�erent disretizations). If thesaling law is veri�ed, one an determine the part of entropy whih is inde-pendent of binning.The rule (6) is not expeted to hold if the system is far from thermalequilibrium and the �utuations of the partile distribution are large. Inpartiular, the e�ets of intermitteny [3℄ and erratiity [5℄ as implied, e.g.,by a asading mehanism of partile prodution are expeted to violate (6).Thus testing the dependene of entropies on the number of bins may revealinteresting features of the system.8. Comparison of di�erent regions; additivityMeasurements of the entropies Hk and S, as desribed above, an be per-formed independently (and � in fat � simultaneously) in di�erent phase-spae regions. The results should give information on the entropy densityand its possible dependene on the position in phase-spae (e.g., it seemslikely that the results in the entral rapidity region may be rather di�erentfrom those in the projetile or target fragmentation). Furthermore, it isimportant to verify to what an extent the obtained entropies are additive,i.e., whether the entropies measured in a region R whih is the sum of tworegions R1 and R2 satisfyHk(R) = Hk(R1) +Hk(R2) ! S(R) = S(R1) + S(R2) : (7)Eq. (7) should be satis�ed if there are no strong orrelations between thepartiles belonging to the regions R1 and R2. Thus veri�ation of (7) givesinformation about the orrelations between di�erent phase-spae regions.Comment 5: It may be worth to point out that the saling law (6) andthe additivity (7) an be more preisely tested for Renyi entropies (Hk) thanfor the Shannon entropy (S) where the extrapolation proedure (desribedin Setion 6) introdues always an additional unertainty.9. ConlusionsIn onlusion, one sees that the measurement of entropy in limited re-gions of phase-spae is feasible. Moreover, even the simplest tests of thegeneral saling and additivity rules an provide essential information on�utuations and on orrelations in the system. It should be emphasizedthat for these tests the Renyi entropies turn out to be more useful than thestandard Shannon entropy.We thank Y. Foka for suggesting preparation of this note, toK. Fiaªkowski, A. Ostruszka and J. Wosiek for disussions and M. Ga¹dzikifor orrespondene.
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